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OUR WINTER BREAK

Tu` Bishvat has just passed and was a

great opportunity to go outside, explore

and enjoy what the outdoors has to offer.

Flowers and trees are blossoming in the

warm Israeli winter and everyone is

encouraged to celebrate this holiday by

doing the traditions: planting different

plants, going hiking and having a Seder!

Yes, a Seder: not the one on Passover but

a special Seder for Tu`Bishvat that

consists of various dried fruits. Having

dried fruits on tu`bishavt is a tradition

started by the diaspora Jews who wanted

to enjoy Israeli fruits but could not get

them fresh so decieded to get them dried

instead! This tradition is still followed by

most Israelis even though they can get

them fresh! 

 

We are happy to say that we just

returned from our winter break in Israel . 

We got to get together with our family ,

friends and just be at home for a bit . 

We cannot express how great it was :

from traveling across the country , going

to the shuk , spending time at the beach

and much more it feels like we got to

see so much in just two and a half

weeks . While we were there we fell in

love with Israel all over again . This made

it harder to leave but also reminded us

why we wanted to be  UJA shinshiniot in

the first place . 

We couldn 't believe just how much we

missed being here and are so grateful to

be back ! 

Can 't wait to see you all again very soon !



THE INTERNATIONAL HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY

The prolific Israeli songwriter

and poet Yoram Tahar-lev ,

who wrote some of the

country ’s most notable

songs , died Thursday at his

home at the age of 83 .

 

Taharlev wrote more than

1 ,000 songs , including 100

works for the army ’s musical

entertainment troupes , such

as “Yeshnan Banot” (There

Were Girls) and “Givat

Hatahmoshet” (Ammunition

Hill).

Two IDF commando officers
killed in friendly fire incident

at West Bank base
Maj. Ofek Aharon, Maj. Itamar

Elharar crept up on another

soldier during patrol, thinking he

was a suspect; he thought he was

under attack and shot them.
 

Itamar and Ofek were leading

commanders in the commando

unit, a unit with blessed deeds.

Their doing was based on values

and principles they believed in

throughout their lives and in

particular in their military service.

We will remember them.

January 27—the anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau —

was designated by the United Nations General Assembly as International

Holocaust Remembrance Day . 

In Israel we chose a different date than the rest of the world as the

national Holocaust remembrance day . But this date , January 27 , is a date

we cannot ignore . We strongly encourage everyone that is able to read

and learn more about this subject . 

This year for the first time remembrance ceremonies will be held in

Egypt and Abu Dhabi .  

The world can never forget. We will never forget.



Our Newsletter song  
 

The green- ההר הירוק 
 Mountain

-Yoram Tahar -יורם טהרלב
Lev 

 

 

We are back-

and we are

super excited!!

AN ISRAEL UPDATES NEWSLETTER - NITZAN & TALYA

Israel Corona Status

 

DIED
 

HAD THE FOURTH SHOT 

HAD THE FIRST SHOT 

Last update

POSITIVE CASES

Monday 24 .1

SERIOUSLY ILL

YOUR QUESTIONS, OUR ANSWERS!
Q: Where are you now? 

 A: Talya & Nitzan- We are still in isolation in Toronto, we

will be back soon to the institutions and host families!


